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Abstract—A central task in high-level synthesis is scheduling:
the allocation of operations to clock cycles. The classic approach
to scheduling is static, in which each operation is mapped to
a clock cycle at compile-time, but recent years have seen the
emergence of dynamic scheduling, in which an operation’s clock
cycle is only determined at runtime. Both approaches have their
merits: static scheduling (SS) can lead to simpler circuitry and
more resource sharing, while dynamic scheduling (DS) can lead
to faster hardware when the computation has nontrivial control
flow. In this work, we seek a scheduling approach that combines
the best of both worlds. Our idea is to identify the parts of the
input program, where DS does not bring any performance advan-
tage and to use SS on those parts. These statically scheduled parts
are then treated as black boxes when creating a dataflow circuit
for the remainder of the program, which can benefit from the
flexibility of DS. An empirical evaluation on a range of applica-
tions suggests that by using this approach, we can obtain 74%
of the area savings that would be made by switching from DS to
SS, and 135% of the performance benefits that would be made
by switching from SS to DS.

Index Terms—Dynamic scheduling (DS), high-level synthesis
(HLS), static analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-LEVEL synthesis (HLS) is the process of automat-
ically translating a program in a high-level language,

such as C, into a hardware description. It promises to bring
the benefits of custom hardware to software engineers. Such
design flows significantly reduce the design effort compared to
manual register transfer level (RTL) implementations. Various
HLS tools have been developed in both academia [1], [2] and
industry [3], [4].
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Fig. 1. Area of three scheduling approaches over performance.

Challenge of Scheduling: One of the most important tasks
for an HLS tool is scheduling: allocating operations to
clock cycles. Scheduling decisions can be made either during
the synthesis process [static scheduling (SS)] or at runtime
[dynamic scheduling (DS)].

The advantage of SS is that since the hardware is not yet
online, the scheduler has abundance of time available to make
good decisions. It can seek operations that can be performed
simultaneously, thereby reducing the latency of the computa-
tion. It can also adjust the start times of operations so that
resources can be shared between them, thereby reducing the
area of the final hardware. However, a static scheduler must
make conservative decisions about which control-flow paths
will be taken, or how long variable-latency operations will
take, because this information is not available until runtime.

DS, on the other hand, can take advantage of this run-
time information. Dynamically scheduled hardware consists
of various components that communicate with each other
using handshaking signals. This means that operations are car-
ried out as soon as the inputs are valid. In the presence of
variable-latency operations, a dynamically scheduled circuit
can achieve better performance than a statically scheduled one
in terms of clock cycles. However, these handshaking signals
may also cause a longer critical path, resulting in a lower oper-
ating frequency. In addition, because scheduling decisions are
not made until runtime, it is difficult to enable resource shar-
ing. Because of this, and also because of the overhead of the
handshaking circuitry, a dynamically scheduled circuit usually
consumes more area than a statically scheduled one.

Our Solution (Dynamic and Static Scheduling): In this arti-
cle, we propose dynamic and SS (DASS): a marriage of SS
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Fig. 2. Motivating example of dynamic and static schedules. DS has better performance when comparing with SS. Our work propose a DASS solution
having comparable performance to DS. The latency of function g is 59 cycles but is represented as five cycles in the figure to save space. (a) Motivation
code. (b) Schedule of the SS circuit (the loop II = 5). (c) DS circuit and DASS circuit have the same schedule (IIg in DASS = 1).

and DS that aims for minimal area and maximal performance,
as sketched in Fig. 1. The basic idea is to identify the parts of
an input program that may benefit from SS—typically parts
that have simple control flow and fixed latency—and to use
SS on those parts. In the current incarnation of this work, it is
the user’s responsibility to annotate these parts of the program
using pragmas, but in the future, we envisage these parts being
automatically detected. The statically scheduled parts are then
treated as black boxes when applying DS on the remainder of
the program.

Several challenges must be overcome to make this marriage
work. These include the following.

1) How should statically scheduled parts be correctly and
efficiently integrated into their dynamically scheduled
surroundings?

2) How should the memory be correctly and efficiently
shared between the statically scheduled circuit and the
dynamically scheduled circuit?

In this article, we show how these challenges can be over-
come. Our evaluation on several realistic benchmarks demon-
strates that it is possible to obtain 74% of the area savings that
would be made by switching from DS to SS and 135% of the
performance benefits that would be made by switching from
SS to DS. In other words, DASS can obtain most of the area
benefits associated with SS and can actually outperform both
DS and SS.

Article Outline: In Section II, we give a working exam-
ple to motivate the combined scheduling approach in which
some scheduling decisions are taken dynamically at runtime
and the others are determined offline using traditional HLS
techniques. Section III provides a primer on existing SS and
DS techniques. In Section IV, we describe how our proposal
overcomes challenges related to component integration and
shared memory. Section V details a prototype implementa-
tion of DASS that uses Xilinx Vivado HLS [3] for SS and
Dynamatic [5] for DS. In Section VI, we evaluate the effec-
tiveness of DASS on a set of benchmarks and compare the
results with the corresponding SS-only circuits and DS-only
circuits.

Relationship to Prior Publications: This article expands on
a conference paper by Cheng et al. [6] in two main directions.
First, we include an additional three realistic benchmarks:
two benchmarks to show more code properties amenable
for DASS and one benchmark with a detailed case study
to identify the limits of DASS and show how it affects
performance and area. Second, we address a limitation of
the work described in our conference paper: that it did not
allow memory to be shared between the SS circuit and the
DS surroundings. This limitation places severe restrictions
on which parts of a program can be statically scheduled.
For instance, if a kernel of a tiled loop is to be statically
scheduled, then all the operations that access the same array
would have to be statically scheduled too—even those that do
additional processing on boundary tiles that might be better
suited to DS. Such a code pattern can result in a subopti-
mal pipeline solution. In this article, we extend our tool by
supporting shared memory between the SS and DS hardware
thus allowing a more fine-grained division between SS and DS
components. Finally, we add a realistic benchmark to demon-
strate the shared memory architecture between DS and SS
hardware.

Auxiliary Material: All the source codes of bench-
marks and the raw data from our experiments are pub-
licly available [7], [8]. Our prototype tool, which relies on
the Vivado HLS and Dynamatic HLS tools, is also open-
sourced [9].

II. OVERVIEW

We now demonstrate our approach via a worked example.
Fig. 2(a) shows a simple loop that operates on an

array A of doubles. It calculates the value of g(d) for
each non-negative d in the array, and returns the sum
of these values. The g function represents the kind of
high order polynomial that arises when approximating com-
plex nonlinear functions such as tanh or log. If the val-
ues in A are provided at runtime as shown at the top of
Fig. 2(a), then function g is only called on odd-numbered
iterations.
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Fig. 3. DS has larger area when comparing with SS, and our work makes the area smaller without losing performance. (a) SS circuit. (b) DS circuit and its
transformation into a DASS circuit.

To synthesize this program into hardware, we consider three
scheduling techniques: 1) SS; 2) DS; and 3) our approach,
DASS.

SS—Small Area But Low Performance: The hardware
resulting from SS is shown in Fig. 3(a). It consists of three
main parts. On the left are the registers and memory blocks
that store the data. On the right are several operators that per-
form the computation described in the code. At the bottom
is an FSM that monitors and controls these data operations
in accordance with the schedule determined by the static
scheduler at compile time. The SS circuit achieves good area
efficiency through the use of resource sharing, i.e., using mul-
tiplexers to share a single operator among different sets of
inputs.

The timing diagram of the SS circuit is shown in Fig. 2(b).
It is a pipelined schedule with an initiation interval (II)
of 5. The II cannot be reduced further because of the
loop-carried dependency on s in line 11. Since the if
decision is only made at runtime, the scheduler cannot deter-
mine whether function g and the addition are performed
in a particular iteration. It, therefore, conservatively reserves
their time slots in each iteration, keeping II constant at 5.
This results in empty slots in the second and fourth iter-
ations (shown with dashed outlines in the figure), which
cause the operations in the next iteration to be unnecessarily
delayed.

DS—Large Area But High Performance: The DS hardware
is a dataflow circuit with a distributed control system con-
taining several small components representing instruction-level
operations [5], as shown on the left of Fig. 3(b). Each com-
ponent is connected to its predecessors and successors using
a handshaking interface. This handshaking, together with the
inability to perform resource sharing on operators, causes the
area of the DS hardware to be larger than the corresponding
SS hardware.

The timing diagram of the DS circuit is shown in Fig. 2(c).
It has the property that each operator executes as soon as its
inputs are valid, so the throughput can be higher than that
for SS hardware. For instance, it can be seen that the read
of A[i] in the second iteration starts immediately after the
read in the first iteration completes. Most stalls in a DS circuit
are due to data dependencies. For instance, the execution of

function g and the addition in the second iteration are skipped
as d = -0.1 < 0, leading to s = old_s. The operation
is not carried out immediately after the condition check but
stalled until s+ = t in the first iteration completes, since it
requires the output from the previous operation as input. Then
it is immediately followed by s+ = t in the third iteration.

DASS—Both Small Area and High Performance: The DASS
hardware combines the previous two scheduling techniques. It
is based on the observation that although the overall circuit’s
performance benefits from DS, the function g does not because
it has a fixed latency. Therefore, we replace the dataflow
implementation of g with a functionally equivalent SS imple-
mentation. The SS implementation uses resource sharing to
reduce six adders and five multipliers down to just one of
each. The rest of the circuit outside g is the same as the DS
circuit. Because g represents a substantial fraction of the over-
all hardware, this transformation leads to the area of the DASS
hardware being close to that of the pure SS hardware, as shown
in Fig. 1.

The timing diagram of the DASS circuit is the same as that
of the DS circuit, as shown in Fig. 2(c).1 In the DS circuit,
g’s schedule is determined at runtime, while in the DASS cir-
cuit, it is determined by the static scheduler; in both cases,
the timing diagram is the same. The data-dependent if con-
dition in the loop remains part of the DS circuit to maximize
throughput. Hence, the DASS hardware and the DS hardware
have the same throughput in terms of clock cycles. However,
since the SS implementation of g optimizes the critical path
of the system, the DASS hardware can actually run at a higher
clock frequency. Therefore, in this example, DASS hardware
achieves not merely the “best of both worlds,” but actually
achieves better performance than DS hardware (in terms of
wall clock time), and comparable area to SS hardware, as
shown in Fig. 1.

In the remainder of this article, we give the details of
how to configure the constraints of the static parts for maxi-
mizing resource sharing and preserving performance, and the
methodology for integrating the static parts into the dataflow
circuit.

1Actually, the latency of function g varies slightly between DS and SS for
technical reasons, as explained in Section VI.
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III. BACKGROUND

In this section, we review the basics of HLS scheduling. We
discuss the related work in SS and DS techniques and contrast
them with the approach we present in this work.

A. Scheduling in HLS

In most HLS tools, such as LegUp [1] and Vivado HLS [3],
the tool flow is divided into two steps: 1) frontend and 2) back-
end. In the frontend, the input source code is compiled into
an intermediate representation (IR) for program analysis and
transformation. In the backend, the IR is transformed into an
RTL description of a circuit, during which SS is carried out,
as well as allocation and binding.

The scheduling process in most HLS tools starts by con-
verting the IR into a control/data flow graph (CDFG) [10]. A
CDFG is a two-level directed graph consisting of a number
of vertices connected by edges. At the top level, the graph is
represented as a control-flow graph (CFG), where each ver-
tex corresponds to a basic block (BB) in the transformed IR,
while edges represent the control flow. At a lower level, a ver-
tex corresponding to a BB is itself a data-flow graph (DFG)
that contains a number of subvertices and subedges. Each sub-
vertex represents an operation in the BB and each subedge
indicates a data dependency.

B. Static Scheduling

In HLS tools, scheduling is the task of translating the CDFG
described in the previous section, with no notion of a clock,
into a timed schedule [11]. The static scheduler determines
the start and end clock cycles of each operation in the CDFG,
under which the control flow, data dependencies, and con-
straints on latency and hardware resources, are all satisfied.
One of the most common SS techniques, used by Vivado
HLS [3] and LegUp [1], expresses a CDFG schedule as a
solution to a system of difference constraints (SDCs) [12].
Specifically, it formulates scheduling as a linear program-
ming (LP) problem, where the data dependencies and resource
constraints are represented as inequalities. By changing these
constraints, various scheduling objectives can be customized
for the user’s timing requirements.

Besides achieving high performance, SS also takes resource
allocation into account, such as modulo scheduling for loop
pipelining [13]. It aims to satisfy the given time constraints
with minimum possible hardware resources or achieve the
best possible performance under the given hardware resource
requirements. If the hardware resource constraints are not
specified, the binder automatically shares some hardware
resources among the operations that are not executed in par-
allel. This maintains the performance but results in smaller
area. In addition, typical HLS tools like Vivado HLS allow
users to specify resource constraints via pragmas. In this case,
the binder statically fits all operations into a given number of
operators or functions based on the given schedule. This may
slow down execution if hardware resource is limited.

In summary, SS results in efficient hardware utilization by
relying on the knowledge of the start times of the operations to
share resources while preserving high performance. However,
when the source code has variable-latency operations or

statically indeterminable data and control dependencies, SS
conservatively schedules the start times of certain operations
to account for the worst case timing scenario, hence limiting
the overall throughput and achievable performance.

C. Dynamic Scheduling

DS is a process that schedules operations at runtime. It over-
comes the conservatism of traditional SS to achieve higher
throughput in irregular and control-dominated applications,
as we saw in Fig. 3. Similarly, DS can handle applications
with memory accesses, which cannot be determined at com-
pile time. For instance, given a statement like x[h1[i]] =
g(x[h2[i]]), the next read of x can begin as soon as it has
been determined that there is no read-after-write dependency
with any pending store from any of the previous loop itera-
tions, i.e., h2 is not equal to any prior/pending store address
h1. A dynamically scheduled circuit will allow the next oper-
ation to begin as soon as this inequality has been determined;
otherwise, it will appropriately stall the conflicting memory
access.

The initial work on dynamically scheduled hardware syn-
thesis from a high-level language proposed a framework
for automatically mapping a program in occam into a syn-
chronous hardware netlist [14]. This work was later extended
to a commercial language named Handel-C [15]. However, it
still required the designer to manually design and implement
hardware optimization such as pipelining and parallelism.
Venkataramani et al. [16] proposed a framework that automat-
ically transforms a C program into an asynchronous circuit.
They implement each node in a DFG of the design in an
IR called Pegasus [17] into a pipeline stage. Each node rep-
resents a hardware component in the netlist, containing its
own controlling trigger. This dataflow design methodology was
then brought into a synchronous design. Recent work [5] pro-
poses a tool flow named Dynamatic that generates synchronous
dataflow circuits from C code. It can take arbitrary input code,
automatically exploiting the parallelism of the hardware and
uses handshaking signals for DS to achieve a high through-
put. In this work, we use Dynamatic to generate dynamically
scheduled HLS hardware.

As formalized by Carloni et al. [18], DS is typically
implemented by dataflow circuits that consist of components
communicating using handshake signals. Apart from the com-
mon datapath operators, a dynamically scheduled dataflow
circuit contains a number of dataflow components, as shown
in Table I, used to control the flow of data.

One difficulty for DS is scheduling the memory accesses. In
SS, all the memory accesses are scheduled at compile-time,
such that there is no memory conflict during the execution.
In DS, the untimed memory accesses may affect the correct-
ness and performance if the memory arbitration or the memory
conflicting accesses are not correctly solved. Hence, dynami-
cally scheduled circuits may use load-store queues (LSQs) [19]
to resolve data dependencies and appropriately schedule the
arbitrary memory accesses at runtime. However, LSQs cost
significant area and add delays to the circuit. To reduce such
overhead, the architecture of the LSQ in Dynamatic is opti-
mized by statically identifying the memory aliasing among all
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TABLE I
DATAFLOW COMPONENTS IN DS CIRCUITS

the memory accesses [20]. In our work, the memory architec-
ture may contain partially scheduled memory accesses in the
static part and unscheduled memory accesses in the dynamic
part. We will detail our approach to handle this situation in
Section IV-C.

D. Combining Dynamic and Static Approaches

Several works have explored the integration of certain
aspects of DS into static HLS. Alle et al. [21] and
Liu et al. [22] proposed source-to-source transformations
to enable multiple schedules selected at runtime after all
the required values are known. Tan et al. [23] proposed an
approach named ElasticFlow to optimise pipelining of irreg-
ular loop nests that contain dynamically bound inner loops.
Dai et al. [24], [25] proposed pipeline flushing for high
throughput of the pipeline and dynamic hazard detection cir-
cuitry for speculation in specific applications. These works are
still based on SS and work only under stringent constraints,
which limits the performance improvements for general cases,
such as complex memory accesses. In contrast, our approach
adds existing hardware optimization techniques into dynam-
ically scheduled circuits and supports arbitrary code input
under the same restriction with respect to the synthesis tools
that DASS replies on independently.2 Also, these approaches
cannot solve the problem of the input-dependent behavior in
hardware, while DASS solves it by dynamically scheduling
these parts of code to achieve higher throughput.

Carloni [26] described the theory of how to encapsulate
static modules into a latency-insensitive system, and we use a
similar integration philosophy. We utilize this approach within
our tool, which automates the generation of circuits from high-
level code, resulting in the mix of two HLS paradigms in a
single synthesis tool.

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we show how to partition and synthesize
some functions into SS hardware and the rest of the pro-
gram into a DS circuit. We first discuss which programs

2The synthesized hardware from the arbitrary code may not be efficient,
but still preserves correctness.

are amenable to our approach. We then detail the integra-
tion of the SS hardware into the DS circuit using a dedicated
wrapper, which ensures that the data is correctly propagated
between these two architectures. Finally, we show how to
enable memory sharing among SS and DS circuits correctly.

A. Applicability of Our Approach

Our approach is generally applicable, in the sense that it
can be used wherever SS or DS can be used. The following
conditions indicate the scenarios, where our approach is likely
to yield the most substantial benefits over DS and SS.

1) There is an opportunity to improve the throughput using
information that only appears at runtime.

2) At least one region of the code has a constant (or low
variability) latency.

3) This code region has an opportunity for resource sharing.
The first condition indicates that the design may be

amenable to DS, as explained in Section III-C. The second
and third reflect the fact that SS determines a fixed schedule
and can take advantage of resource sharing. We emphasize
that not all of the conditions above need to hold for an input
program to benefit from our approach; it is simply that each
condition listed above is desirable.

B. Integrating SS Hardware Into DS Hardware

In this section, we show how to implement a wrapper of
SS hardware around the DS surroundings. A wrapper design
of a synchronous circuit around latency-insensitive designs is
explained by Carloni [26]. In the design, the wrapper always
fires as long as inputs are valid and the successor is ready.
In other words, they assume no stall is caused by the internal
architecture of the synchronous circuit, i.e., the II of the syn-
chronous circuit is always 1. However, in most hardware
designs, we want to have efficient hardware architecture as
well as high performance. II greater than 1 allows designers
to perform more hardware optimization, like resource sharing,
while still preserving high performance. In our work, we sup-
port and prefer that II greater than 1, so resource sharing is
possible.

A DS circuit is constructed as a dataflow circuit, contain-
ing a number of small components, while an SS circuit has a
centralized FSM for control. We regard each SS circuit as a
component in the dataflow circuit, as indicated in Fig. 3(b). In
this section, we explain how to make an SS circuit behave like
a DS component so that it can be integrated into the overall
DS hardware. Let us look at function g in Fig. 2(a), for exam-
ple, which is a single-input and single-output function. The
multiple-input and multiple-output cases are discussed shortly.

In the DS circuit part, each component communicates with
its predecessors and successors using a set of handshaking
signals as shown in Fig. 4(a). Each DS component uses the
bundled data protocol [27] for communication, where each
data connection has request and acknowledgement signals. For
instance, the following is the control interface of a component
from Dynamatic [5].

1) pValid: An input signal indicating that the data from the
predecessor is valid.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Statically scheduled (SS) circuit of function g is wrapped with
additional control circuitry for interfacing to the DS circuit. (a) Handshaking
interface in a DS circuit. (b) SS function g as a DS component.

2) valid: An output signal informing the successor that the
data from the current component are valid.

3) nReady: An input signal indicating that the successor is
ready to take a new input.

4) ready: An output signal informing the predecessor that
the current component is ready to take a new input.

On the other hand, traditional SS hardware has a different
interface to monitor and control the states of the centralized
FSM. An example of an HLS tool that generates SS hardware
is Vivado HLS [3]. For a typical control interface of an SS
function synthesized into SS hardware, its control interface is
as follows.

1) ap_ce: The clock enable signal controls all the sequen-
tial operations driven by the clock.

2) ap_ready: The ready signal from the SS hardware
indicates that it is ready for new inputs.

3) ap_vld: The valid signal indicates the output from SS
hardware at the current clock cycle is valid.

The interface of an SS circuit is not compatible with the
above handshaking signals in a DS circuit. To overcome this
issue, we add a wrapper around each SS circuit, ensuring that
the data propagate correctly between the SS circuit and the
DS circuit. This wrapper is generated in two steps as follows.

1) In an SS circuit, any output is only valid for one clock
cycle. We design a valid signal to correctly send the
data to the successor and preserve the output when
backpressure from the successor occurs.

2) Since there may be a pipeline stall caused by this compo-
nent, we design a ready signal to send the backpressure
to the predecessor, ensuring any valid input is not lost.

We now discuss those two steps in more detail.
Constructing the Valid Signal: In an SS-only circuit, where

the entire schedule is determined at the compile-time, the
arrival time of each input can be predicted. However, this is
not the case in DS as the behavior of the rest of the DS cir-
cuit is unknown. Two choices are available: 1) stalling the SS
function until valid input data are available or 2) letting the
SS function continue to process data actively in its pipeline,
marking and ignoring any invalid outputs. Since the SS func-
tion does not have the knowledge of the rest of the DS circuit,
the first approach may cause unnecessary stalls. Hence, for

performance reasons, we take the second choice with power
overhead from keeping SS functions active.

An invalid input read and processed by the SS hardware
is named a bubble. We use a shift register to tag the validity
of the data and propagate only the valid data to the succes-
sor, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The shifting operation of the shift
register is controlled by the state of the SS hardware to syn-
chronize the data operations in the SS circuit. It shifts to the
right by one bit every time the SS hardware takes a new input,
as indicated by the ap_ready signal. The new bit represents
whether the newly taken input data are valid or not. A zero
represents a bubble and a one represents a valid input. The
length of the shift register is determined by the latency and
the II of function g : �latency/II�, where these time constraints
are obtained from the scheduling report by the static sched-
uler. This ensures that when the output is available from the
SS hardware, as indicated by the ap_vld signal, its validity
is indicated by the oldest bit of the shift register. By check-
ing the oldest bit value, only the valid data are propagated
to the successor with the valid signal high. In summary, we
use the shift register to monitor and control the state of the
SS hardware, such that the data can be synchronized between
the SS and DS hardware, filtering out the bubbles to ensure
the correctness of the function. Similarly, only the memory
operations with valid data are carried out.

Constructing the Ready Signal: The valid signal for the
successor and the shift register allows data to propagate from
the predecessor, through the SS function, to the successor.
However, the component is not able to deal with any backpres-
sure from the function or its successor. Backpressure happens
when a component is unable to read an input even though it
is valid, resulting in its predecessor stalling. In a DS circuit,
this issue is solved using handshake signals—the hardware
stalls when its output is valid but the successor is not ready,
as indicated by its nReady signal or the ready signal from the
successor. We design a control circuit to handle the backpres-
sure between a DS circuit and an SS circuit. Backpressure
can arise between a DS circuit and an SS circuit in two ways,
which we now discuss.

Backpressure From SS Function to Its Predecessor: In this
case, the ready signal indicates whether the SS hardware is
ready to take an input so ap_ready is directly connected to
the ready signal of the wrapper. It sends feedback to the pre-
decessor such that the predecessor can be stalled, holding the
valid input to the SS hardware until the SS hardware is ready.

Backpressure to SS Function From Its Successor: Since the
SS hardware only holds the output for one cycle when run-
ning, we stall the process in the SS hardware to preserve
the output data. This is achieved by disabling the clock sig-
nal, ap_ce = 0, so the SS hardware stops all the sequential
processes, preserving the output. The condition for such a stall
to occur is that the next output from the SS hardware is valid
(valid = 1) but the successor is not ready (nReady = 0).
The SS hardware continues running after the nReady signal
is set to high, indicating that the successor is ready to accept
the output data of the SS hardware. This additional circuitry
ensures that the data exchanged between an SS circuit and a
DS circuit are not lost when any stall occurs.
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Fig. 5. Example of the netlist of all memory accesses for a purely DS
circuit. The analysis in DS reports which memory node may cause memory
conflicts. Each green circle means the minimum unit to be integrated in an
SS hardware.

Handling Multiple Inputs and Multiple Outputs: The exam-
ple above shows the wrapper for a function with a single input
and an output. However, it is also common to have a func-
tion with 0 or more than one input or output. If there is no
input and output, the external DS circuit would have no corre-
sponding data port for the component, hence no corresponding
handshaking signal is needed. Here, we focus on the cases of
multiple inputs and outputs.

For multiple inputs, we construct a set of handshaking sig-
nals as shown in Fig. 4(b) for each input and synchronize
data with the help of join components in Table I, such that
the SS hardware always takes all the input simultaneously. A
join component is used to preserve the valid inputs to the SS
circuit until all the inputs are valid. This is similar to a DS
component with multiple inputs.

For multiple outputs of the SS function, each component has
its own handshaking signals. The output handshaking signals
are implemented in two parts: 1) the valid and 2) nReady sig-
nals. First, each output has its own valid signal. For each out-
put, the SS circuit has a ap_vld signal indicating whether the
corresponding output is valid. Each ap_vld signal is ANDed
with the oldest bit of the shift register (sr(0)) as the corre-
sponding valid signal: validi = ap_vldi∧sr(0), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

Second, any unset nReady signal from the output when the
data is valid can disable the clock in the SS hardware as back
pressure: ce = ¬ ∧ ((¬nReadyi) ∧ validi).

C. Shared Memory Between SS and DS Circuits

The SS hardware has its memory accesses prescheduled at
compile time and can interact with the memory at runtime in a
predictable sequence, while as explained in Section III-C, the
DS hardware requires an LSQ [19] that schedules the memory
accesses at runtime before accessing the data. In DASS hard-
ware, a combination of the two memory architectures needs
to be handled. An LSQ is beneficial for programs that have
irregular memory accesses. It does not bring performance
improvements when implementing regular computation in the
form of an SS circuit. The DS tool uses static analysis, such
as polyhedral analysis, to identify the memory accesses in the
dataflow graph that cannot cause any memory conflict [20].
Then, these memory access nodes are directly connected to
the BRAM through an arbiter, as the memory controller (MC),
instead of being scheduled by an LSQ.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the memory architecture of
purely DS hardware. The gray nodes on the left are the
memory nodes, and the yellow blocks are the memory com-
ponents in the DS hardware. The blocks on the right are
the BRAM blocks on FPGAs. Each block represents an
array in the input program. The dotted edges are handshak-
ing interface, while the solid edges are the block memory
interface. In DS hardware, each memory node performs a sin-
gle load/store operation, and all these nodes are connected
to the memory components through handshaking signals. The
LSQ schedules the memory with dependencies, while the MC
is a simple memory arbiter that issues independent memory
accesses to memory. Then the memory components serialize
the requests from these nodes and perform the corresponding
memory operations with the BRAM through the block memory
interface.

In the figure, the DS hardware has seven memory access
nodes targeting three arrays. Here, we assume load z[k]
cannot have conflicts with other accesses to z, the same as
store z[k]. Since these arrays are separate, there are three
MCs to manage the accesses to the memory. First, the array x
is only accessed by a single load so the node can be directly
connected to the MC. Second, the load and store with the
indices i and j, whose values are determined at runtime,
may depend on each other when accessing the same array y.
Therefore, an LSQ is required to ensure that those memory
accesses are carried out in the correct sequence. Finally, the
memory accesses to array z have both regular and irregu-
lar patterns. The DS analysis proves that the regular memory
accesses do not conflict with the irregular memory accesses.
Hence, these regular memory accesses can be safely con-
nected to the MC, skipping the LSQ. One advantage of such
an approach is to minimize the overhead caused by the LSQ
and maintain the dynamic mechanism of the memory archi-
tecture. The DS compiler analyzes the program and constructs
an efficient memory architecture above for the DS hardware.

In DASS, we use the results of the above analysis to iden-
tify whether the memory accessed by the SS hardware can
be shared safely with the DS hardware. We inline all the SS
functions at the top-level program and send it to the memory
analyzer used by DS. The DS compiler outputs a memory
architecture graph at the top level, such as Fig. 5. The graph
shows the connection of each memory node to the MC if
the whole hardware is dynamically scheduled. Based on that
graph, our tool divides all these memory nodes into several
node sets, shown as green circles. All the nodes of a single set
must belong to the same hardware region. For an SS function
that contains unpredictable memory accesses, the top-level SS
function cannot be pipelined. The reason is that the external
DS surroundings ignore the memory dependencies inside the
SS function. For instance, an SS function in a loop that may
require the maximum loop throughput to be 0.2 in Fig. 2(b),
while the dynamically scheduled loop feeds data at a through-
put of 1 set of data per clock cycle in Fig. 2(c) as it does not
see the interiteration dependency hidden in the SS function.

For instance, in Fig. 5, all the nodes are divided into five sets
indicated by the green circles: 1) any node directly connected
to the MC is a single set and 2) any node sharing the same
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Fig. 6. Shared memory architecture in the DASS hardware. An arbiter is
used to decide which hardware to access the memory in each clock cycle.

LSQ belongs to the same set. The memory accesses in each
green circle may cause conflicts, so they have to be scheduled
together either dynamically or statically. The reason is that
each SS hardware is treated as a black box by the LSQ,
and the behavior of SS hardware accessing the memory is
unknown for a single input. This is different from purely
DS circuits, in which each memory node only accesses the
memory once every time the single node is triggered. An
SS component may access memory multiple times in one
computation if it contains multiple memory statements or loops.
Therefore, our approach only allows complete sets in the SS
hardware. Such a method ensures that there is no memory
conflict between the SS hardware and the DS surroundings
whenever they access the shared memory. If a set of nodes
using an LSQ is considered to be statically scheduled, the LSQ
is no longer needed. The performance may be affected by the
conservatism in SS, however there is significant area reduction
as the LSQ is no longer needed.

Constructing Shared Memory Interface in DASS: In SS,
the nodes in Fig. 5 are no longer distributed but scheduled
at compile time. The memory interface is the block memory
interface instead of the handshaking signals. Once the access to
a shared memory block occurs, our tool automatically adds the
memory interface to the wrapper. Fig. 6 shows an example of a
shared memory architecture in the DASS hardware. The yellow
block on the left is the wrapper for the SS hardware, as shown
in Fig. 4(b). Apart from that, an additional memory wrapper
is added shown as the circuits on the right. As mentioned
previously, the SS hardware directly accesses the memory
through the BRAM interface shown as the thick arrows. The DS
hardware uses the MCs to transform the handshaking signals
in dotted arrows to the same interface as the SS hardware.
In order to ensure that there is no conflict among these two
systems, our tool adds a memory arbiter in the memory system.
In every clock cycle, the arbiter grants access to either the DS
hardware or an SS circuit, and stalls the others by controlling
the clock enable bits ce of these components. If more than
one hardware, either SS competing with DS or SS competing
with SS, request to access the memory, the memory arbiter
chooses one to grant in a round-robin fashion and stalls the
rest of the hardware for data synchronization. The priority of
the SS hardware is always higher than the DS hardware since
we expect the SS hardware to run at the highest throughput.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. With user-specified constraints in pragmas, our tool automatically
generates a combined dynamically and statically scheduled circuit. (a) Source.
(b) DASS tool flow.

Summary: We identify the code that is amenable for DASS,
where the design quality of the resulting hardware can be
improved. With our wrapper, the SS hardware can work cor-
rectly in a DS circuit. Finally, we show how to automatically
validate the memory correctness between the SS and DS hard-
ware, and synthesize efficient shared memory architecture in
the DASS hardware. Our experiments have shown that the
proposed shared memory interface allows us to remove all the
LSQs in the benchmarks in Section VI.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

Our approach is generic and can be used with various SS
and DS HLS tools. For our work, we choose Vivado HLS [3]
and Dynamatic [5] to synthesize the SS and DS hardware,
respectively. Our tool flow is shown in Fig. 7. The user-defined
scheduling constraints are configured using pragmas. DASS
takes the input C++ code and splits the functions into two
groups based on the pragmas specified by the user, represent-
ing the SS and the DS functions.3 We synthesize a function
without any scheduling constraints to DS hardware by default.
Our tool supports the integration of multiple SS functions into
a DS function. A front end analysis is carried out to identify
whether there is interiteration dependence or shared memory
between the SS function and the DS function. Then each SS
functions is synthesized by Vivado HLS. If an SS function has
no interiteration dependence, the II of the function is either
an II defined by the user or the optimal II determined by
Vivado HLS. If an SS function has an interiteration depen-
dence, the it is synthesized with a sequential schedule. The
resultant SS hardware is then automatically wrapped up to
ensure compatibility with the DS circuit interface, as described
in Section IV-B. Each input variable or output variable of the
function is constructed as a data port with a set of handshaking
signals. The memory port for exclusive array accesses from
the SS function is directly forwarded to the memory block.
If the array is shared by other hardware, then an arbiter is
generated to serialize the memory accesses.

In the DS function that contains SS functions, each SS func-
tion appears as a single component in the DS hardware netlist.
We access the dataflow graph in Dynamatic that contains the

3The SS region of code is required to be a function, such that it can be
scheduled by Viavdo HLS.
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Fig. 8. Overall effects of our approach over the eleven benchmarks from Table II. Each benchmark is given three different data distributions: (a) worst case,
(b) average case, and (c) best case. Each arrow shows a change in area and performance by switching from DS to DASS, both relative to SS. Most of the
arrows lie entirely in the second quadrant, which means both DS and DASS are faster but larger than SS. Arrows that point left mean that DASS is faster
than DS; arrows that point down mean that DASS is smaller than DS.

timing constraints of all these DS components and update the
II and latency of each SS function in terms of the correspond-
ing scheduling report from Vivado HLS. This ensures correct
hardware optimization in the backend of Dynamatic. Finally,
the resultant RTL files represent the final DASS hardware of
the top function.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluate our work on DASS on a set of benchmarks,
comparing with the corresponding SS-only and DS-only
designs. We assess the impact of DASS on both the circuit
area and the wall clock time.

We evaluate our approach on the latency and the area of the
whole hardware compared to existing scheduling approaches.
Specifically, we select a number of benchmarks, where the DS
approach generates hardware with lower latency than the SS
approach, and show how the area overhead can be reduced
while preserving low latency. To ensure fairness, we present
the best SS solution from Vivado HLS and the best DS solu-
tion from Dynamatic for each benchmark as a baseline. In
addition, we assume that the designer has no knowledge of
the input data distribution for the DASS hardware and show
that the area and execution time can still be reduced. This
means we use the conservative II automatically obtained from
Vivado HLS, i.e., the smallest possible II determined by only
the topology of the circuit like loop carried dependency. The
timing results of our work are shown as a range of values that
depends on the input data distribution. We obtain the total
clock cycles from ModelSim 10.6c and the area results from
Post & Synthesis report in Vivado. The FPGA family we used
for result measurements is xc7z020clg484 and the version of
Vivado software is 2018.3. All our designs are functionally
verified in ModelSim on a set of test vectors representing
different input data distributions.

A. Benchmarks

The HLS hardware can benefit from the DS for the high-
est throughputs. We select a number of benchmarks that are
amenable for DS, and evaluate our work, DASS, on further
optimizing the design quality in terms of the performance
and area. The first two benchmarks are made artificially to
demonstrate simple examples. The third and fourth bench-
marks are the sparse form of the corresponding benchmarks
from the paper by Josipović et al. [5]. The two getTanh
benchmarks apply the existing approximation algorithms on
sparse data arrays. These benchmarks are all made publicly
available [7].

We apply our approach to 11 benchmarks and select the SS
parts based on the formulation given in Section IV-A.

1) sparseMatrixPower performs dot product of
two matrices, which skips the operation when the
weight is 0.

2) histogram sums various weights onto the correspond-
ing features but also in a sparse form.

3) filterSum sums a number of polynomial results from
the array elements that meet the given conditions, where
the difference between two elements from the arrays is
non-negative.

4) filterSumIf is similar but the SS function returns
one of two polynomial expressions based on the value
of the difference.

5) getTanh performs the approximated function tanh(x)
onto an array of integers using the CORDIC algo-
rithm [28] and a polynomial function.

6) getTanh (double) is similar but uses an array of
doubles.

7) BNNKernel is a small binarized neural network [29].
8) bubbleSort is a bubble sort algorithm that repeatedly

swaps the elements in the 1-D array until the sequence
is in ascending order.
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TABLE II
EVALUATION OF DESIGN QUALITY OF DASS OVER ELEVEN BENCHMARKS. ASSUMING THE DATA DISTRIBUTION IS UNKNOWN,

THE II OF THE STATIC FUNCTION IN DASS IS SELECTED AS THE II IN THE WORST CASE. THE AVERAGE

VALUES ARE TAKEN EXCEPT bubbleSort AS IT IS NOT AMENABLE FOR DASS

9) LFK7 is one of the seventh kernel, equation of state
fragment, in the Livermore loops [30], a well-known
benchmark set for loop kernels.

10) distSum evaluates the probability of three events in a
specific domain by accumulating the three probability
density functions (pdfs).

11) getIntersection measures the intersection of poly-
hedrons, used for modeling tumors in biophotonic cancer
treatments [31].

B. Overall Experimental Results

In most benchmarks, our approach has less area and execu-
tion time than the corresponding DS hardware. Fig. 8 shows
the overall design quality of our approach compared to the
SS and DS solutions, complementing the detailed results in
Table II. In the figure, we show three arrows for each bench-
mark: 1) the best case (all inputs take the short path); 2) the
worst case (all long); and 3) a middle case (half short, half
long). The axes are normalized to the corresponding SS solu-
tions at (1, 1). The starting point of an arrow represents the
LUT usage and execution time of the DS hardware, while the
corresponding result of the DASS hardware is at the end of
the arrow. The II of the SS function in the DASS hardware is
chosen only considering the worst case of the execution pat-
terns, where all the iterations are long, that is η = 1, assuming
the user does not know the input data distribution. With the
fixed hardware architecture, we show the results of all seven
benchmarks with different input data distributions. Generally,
our DASS designs sit at the top left of the corresponding SS
hardware. In addition, for the same benchmark, most DASS
hardware designs are on the bottom left of the DS hardware.
It shows that the DASS hardware can be smaller than the DS
hardware and have better performance. The arrows point to
the top right indicate that the benchmark is not suitable for
DASS and will be explained in the later section.

The results of those arrows in the figure show different
patterns over the performance, attributing to the variety of
code patterns in the benchmarks. For instance, some arrows
for the same benchmark position at a noticeable distance
from each other, like groups of 3, 4, 5, 8, 11. The reason
is that the performance of the benchmark depends on the dis-
tribution of the input data. In contrast, some arrows for the

same benchmarks overlap completely, like groups of 7, 9, 10.
These arrows indicate that the input data does not affect the
performance of the circuit. Similarly, the benchmarks between
these two categories result in the partially overlapping or
closely positioned arrows, like groups of 1, 2, 6. Besides, from
the area point of view, the arrows for the same benchmark have
the same area reduction as the hardware architecture is fixed.

Detailed results of these benchmarks are shown in Table II,
considering all the cases of possible input distribution (from
all long to all short). In general, some values in the “Total
Cycles” column is a range because the control decisions taken
in the code depend on input values. For the SS case, the
number of total cycles is often independent of the input due
to pipelining worst-case assumptions made by the SS sched-
uler. However, in the case of 1) sparseMatrixPower and
11) getIntersection, the SS scheduler decides to imple-
ment the outer loop of the circuit without pipelining, resulting
in sequential execution of the iteration and, hence, also vari-
able execution time. There is also a small difference between
the total clock cycles of the DS hardware and the DASS hard-
ware. One of the reasons is that the existence of bubbles causes
pipeline stalls at startup and then the throughput is stabilized.
The cycle count of the SS hardware in the DASS hardware
may also be different from the corresponding DS hardware due
to different retiming approach, which also affects the critical
path (like function g in Section II).

In some of the benchmarks like 3) filterSum, the II of
the top function is highly limited by the topology of the circuit,
leading to more area saving. For the benchmarks that con-
tain sparse data operations like 1) sparseMatrixPower,
although the memory is shared, it can be proved that there is
no memory conflict between the SS part and the DS part.
Therefore, the design quality of the hardware can still be
improved by DASS. The DS pipelining capabilities are not
always as powerful as those of SS when pipelining more com-
plex loops (i.e., the DS hardware sometimes contains more
restrictive synchronization logic which may prevent complete
loop pipelining). Hence, in 5) getTanh, the DASS design
benefits in cycle count by introducing the fully pipelined SS
function. The benchmark 7) BNNKernel shows that multiple
SS functions can be synthesized using our tool. Ideally, all
the regular operations in the input code can be synthesized as
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Fig. 9. LUT usage of different scheduling approaches over the performance
for the example from Fig. 2. Each data point on DASS is labeled with the II
of function g. Each data point on SS is labeled with the loop II. η indicates
the fractions of long latency operations.

SS hardware to maximize area efficiency and performance.
Besides, 11) getIntersection has both an unbounded
loop and the data dependent if conditions that cannot be fully
pipelined by SS. However, the program contains several oper-
ations that can be shared as the performance bottleneck is at
the memory bandwidth. We identify the SS functions based on
the conditions given in Section IV-A, and the tool synthesizes
these functions from the original program into SS hardware
that both access the same array. The DS analysis shows that
these two functions have no memory conflict, as they never
compute in parallel. The average results include an unsuit-
able benchmark 8) bubbleSort causing large bias on the
average. Over the 10 benchmarks amenable for DASS, DS
achieves 0.51×−0.85× of the execution time and 3.03× area,
while DASS achieves 0.38×−0.63× of the execution time and
1.68× area. If the input data distribution is known, the design
quality of the DASS hardware for all these benchmarks can
be further improved (as in the case study 1).

C. Case Study 1: II Exploration

Now, let us take the motivating example in Section II for a
case study. We discuss how the variation of II affects the hard-
ware performance and some principles that guide the selection
of an appropriate II for the SS portion of a DASS circuit.

Effects of II Selection: Let us first consider the case when
the entire circuit is generated using SS. As an example, in
Fig. 2, the minimum II of the loop in function filterSum
is 5, because of a loop-carried dependency on s that takes
five cycles. However, a user can also choose a larger II. This
can lead to smaller area (because of more opportunities for
resource sharing) but higher latency, as shown in Fig. 9 (blue
circles). In this case, if the II is increased from 5 to 7, the
LUT count is reduced by 28%, at the cost of increasing the
latency by 39%.

Now, let us consider the DASS case. For the example in
Fig. 2, there are various choices of II for function g. The
most aggressive solution is to set II = 1 for the highest possible
throughput. However, due to the aforementioned loop-carried
dependency on s, there is actually no performance benefit if

the II is set to anything below 5—the loop-carried dependency
dictates that the time between two calls to g is at least five
cycles (when g is called from two consecutive loop iterations).
The time between calls to g will only increase if the itera-
tions that call it are further apart. Hence, if the user’s primary
objective is to maximize performance, an II of five cycles is
sensible.

However, if the user knows more about the expected data
distribution of the input, they can choose an even better II for
g. Let us explore these effects on the motivating example. We
denote the fraction of the loop iterations, WHERE d >= 0 as
η, since these have long latency through function g and the
accumulation in s. The fraction of the iterations where d < 0
is then 1 - η. The input data distribution affects η over all the
loop iterations. Fig. 9 shows the LUT usage and wall clock
time of the hardware by three scheduling approaches over sev-
eral values of η, the fractions of long latency operations. The
circuit is buffered for throughput by Dynamatic [32], and we
assume the decision of the if condition is uniformly dis-
tributed over the iterations. Unbalanced structures are usually
handled by the buffers, so here we only consider the average
case. In the figure, it can be seen that the best II for function
g varies in terms of the input data distribution. For example,
if only the odd loop iterations are long and the rest are short,
η is 0.5 and the optimal II for function g is 6.

More generally, a suitable II can be selected for a function f,
where 1/II of a component can be considered as its maximum
rate of processing data (also known as maximum throughput).
The maximum II of function f that does not affect the over-
all program execution time is defined as its DASS optimal II
(IIopt). It depends on two constraints, the maximum produc-
tion rate allowed by its predecessors, 1/IIp, and the maximum
consumption rate allowed by its successors, 1/IIs.

II Selection for the Motivating Example: Now, let us show
how to select the DASS optimal II (IIopt) for the motivating
example. Other works have investigated these effects [32]–[34]
in related problems. Here is an example of how it works. To
analyze the circuit, we first show how to formalize the input
rates and output rates for each component. Then, we show
how to use the formulation to find the DASS optimal II (IIopt)
for the example.

There are two types of components in the DS circuit:
1) noncontrol-flow components and 2) control-flow compo-
nents. The noncontrol-flow components only perform pre-
dictable operations, such as addition and multiplication. The
control-flow components perform unpredictable operations,
such as merge and branch.

For a noncontrol-flow component g that has N predecessors
and M successors, let the actual data rate of its ith predecessor
be rpi, the actual data rate of its ith successor be rsi. Then we
can see that all these rates are equal, where we introduce r to
represent the value that these rates are all equal to

∀i, j ∈ [1, N], rpi = rsj = r.

The reason is that the handshaking interface of the compo-
nent stalls the inputs until all the inputs are valid and all the
predecessors are ready. This balances the rates at the inputs
and outputs. Also, the data rate is limited by the physical IIs
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Fig. 10. Rate analysis for the motivating example.

of the component and all the surrounding hardware

r ≤ min
(
1/IIg, 1/IIp1, . . . , 1/IIpN, 1/IIs1, . . . , 1/IIsM

)
.

On the other hand, the processing rates of control flow com-
ponents depend on the topology of the circuit and the input
data distribution. The rate changes when the data go through
these components, as detailed below

Merge : rout = rin1 + rin2

Branch : rin1 = rin2 = rout1 + rout2.

The rate analysis of a portion of the dataflow circuit from
Fig. 3(b) is shown in Fig. 10. The green labels show the II
constraints of each component and the blue labels represent
the actual rate along each edge between two components. Due
to the loop-carried dependency on the adder, where the output
s is sent back to the input, the II of the circuit is limited by
the latency of the feedback loop containing an adder and a
buffer. That latency is five cycles, hence, any value of the II
of that adder smaller than 5 does not cause a performance
bottleneck. In this case, the input and output rate of the adder
is limited: II6 ≥ 5. Since there is no dataflow component in
the path, II2 = II6 ≥ 5. The top component consuming d
is a branch component, which sends data to one of the two
outputs according to the if condition. The rate of a branch
component with the loop-carried dependency has an additional
constraint that

1/rbranch, in1 ≥ max(IIin, IIout1 × p1 + IIout2 × (1 − p1)) (1)

where IIin is the II of its predecessor, IIout1 is the II of its
first successor, p1 is the fraction of the data going into its first
successor, and IIout2 is the II of its second successor. In the
figure, the predecessor is known not to be the bottleneck as
the upper loop in Fig. 3(b) can feed d every clock cycle. In
addition, one of the successors, sink, has II1 ≥ 1 as it can
take data every clock cycle, and the other is function g with
II2 ≥ 5. With half of the iterations being long, that is p1 = 0.5,
we have II0 ≥ 0.5×1+0.5×5 = 3. This means that the highest
overall rate is r0 = 1/3, where the component consumes 1 set
of data every three cycles on average. This agrees with the
schedule in Fig. 2(c) that the hardware consumes two sets

of data every six cycles and repeats. At the highest rate, the
rate of the input is split into two edges through the branch
component in terms of the fraction of the data going into the
corresponding successor

rout1 = p1 × rin (2)

rout2 = (1 − p1) × rin. (3)

In this case, r2 = r0/2 = 1/6. Similar analysis can be
performed on other branch components in the circuit, resulting
in the rate of each edge shown in Fig. 10. In conclusion, the
rate to function g is 1/6 at the highest overall rate, and the
DASS optimal II of function g is IIopt = 6. Smaller IIs may
cause less area saving and larger IIs may cause performance
degrading.

For all input data distributions in Fig. 9, the SS approach
appears as a single line. The DS solution is always the same
hardware architecture (i.e., constant LUT count) but with
performance varying with the changing input data distribu-
tion. Our approach is shown as multiple green lines, one for
each input data distribution. The design with DASS optimal II,
shown as the elbows in the DASS lines, can have better
performance than the DS hardware by improving the maxi-
mum clock frequency with SS implementation. In addition,
the DASS hardware can also have comparable area efficiency
compared to the SS hardware in terms of LUT and DSP usage.

By performing the rate analysis above, we have the DASS
optimal II of function g equal to IIopt2 = 1/η + 4. This can
be justified as follows. Knowing IId = 1, we have II0 =
(1 − η) × II1 + η × II2. Then, knowing II1 ≥ 1 and II2 ≥ 5,
we have II0 ≥ 1 + 4L. For best performance, II0 = 1 + 4η.
Ultimately, knowing r0 = 1/II0, r2 = r0×η, and r2 = 1/IIopt2,
we have IIopt2 = 1/η + 4, as required.

For instance, at η = 1, the DASS optimal II is 5, the same as
the minimum loop II from SS. When η = 0, function g and
the adder for + = are never used, so the II of the function
does not affect the latency of the whole program. In this case,
the DASS optimal II is infinity, i.e., function g is no longer
needed.

In this work, we let users manually determine the optimal II
for the SS function in the DASS hardware. In general, finding
the optimal II for an SS function can be difficult as it depends
on both the topology of the circuit and the input data distribu-
tion. However, even if users have only some information on the
circuit, such as the minimum II achievable due to loop-carried
dependencies, the hardware optimization is still promising. In
the figure, the DASS hardware with II = 5 for the SS function
does not have minimum area but still achieves significant area
reduction compared to the DS hardware. Although the hard-
ware is underperforming, the difference in area reduction by
switching from II = 5 to II = 6 is significantly smaller than
that by switching from II = 1 to II = 2.

D. Case Study 2: BubbleSort

There are two throughput overheads caused by DASS. These
overheads are usually minor but can still affect the design
quality with a bad choice of source for SS functions. Here,
we take bubbleSort for example, as illustrated in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Design quality of different scheduling approaches for bubbleSort
benchmark. Bad choice may result in the worse performance and larger area.

The swapping process is chosen to be an SS function, named
swap_ss. The first overhead is caused by the interitera-
tion dependence inside swap_ss. A load from A[j] in an
iteration depends on the conditional store to A[j+1] in the
last iteration. This memory dependence forces the schedule
swap_ss to be sequential to preserve correctness. Second, the
fictionalisation of SS hardware instead of inlining causes one
cycle of additional latency. This additional latency is usually
hidden in a pipeline. In bubbleSort, the sequential sched-
ule of swap_ss causes throughput of the loop depending on
the latency of swap_ss, slowing down the computation.

The bottom of Fig. 11 shows how these overheads affect
the performance. Both axes are in the log scale. In the figure,
it can be seen that the optimal choice for bubbleSort is
to statically schedule the whole program. Compared to the SS
hardware, the DASS hardware has lower throughput due to the
additional latency caused by the wrapper. It also loses in the
circuit area due to the handshaking interface in the DS circuit.
In addition, although the DS hardware can solve the memory
dependence using an LSQ. However, the LSQ has a large area
and a long memory latency. The memory latency is usually
hidden in the pipeline but not for bubbleSort as explained
before. Such a long latency results in a low throughput in
the DS hardware. Compared to the DS hardware, the DASS
hardware does not have an LSQ and has a smaller memory
latency since all the memory accesses are statically scheduled.

VII. CONCLUSION

In HLS, DS is useful for handling irregular and control-
dominated applications. On the other hand, SS can benefit
from powerful optimizations to minimize the critical path and
resource requirements of the resulting circuit. In this work, we
combined the existing dynamic and static HLS approaches to
strategically replace regions of a dynamically scheduled circuit
with their statically scheduled equivalents: we benefit from
the flexibility of DS to achieve a high throughput, as well as
the frequency and resource optimization capabilities of SS to
achieve fast and area-efficient designs.

Across a range of benchmark programs that are amenable to
DASS, our approach on average saves 45% of area in compar-
ison to the corresponding dynamically scheduled design, and
results in 1.98× execution time speedup over the correspond-
ing statically scheduled design. In certain cases, the knowledge
of the input data distribution allows us to further increase the
design quality and may result in additional performance and
area improvements. Our current approach relies on the user to
annotate via pragmas parts of the code, which do not benefit
from DS and can, therefore, be replaced with static functions.
The current version of DASS only support pipeline-related
pragmas. Our future work will support more pragmas and
explore the automated recognition of such a code and these
pragmas.
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